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63: 12 Ways … of Making Poetry 
Matter in the Classroom 
NATE Chair and GCSE English expert Peter Thomas 
offers 12 appealing approaches to poetry, along with 
30 suggestions for enjoyable poems to use, to 
engage students and stimulate response. 
A longer version of this article was published in 
Issue 4 of Teaching English, and is available online 
to members of NATE, along with the entire archive of 
NATE magazines. 

 
What’s the point?  
I was particularly fortunate in having an inspiring English teacher who got poetry into me and me 
into poetry - and it took something to make Milton and Hopkins as interesting as snooker and the 
girl I sat behind in English. As an English teacher, I have tried to pass on that sense of poetry as 
enticing, stimulating, satisfying, and memorable – a gateway to the wider life that opens up with 
reading.  

I’m well aware that there are some hefty obstructions to this noble aim: the life-calls on students’ 
attention that make reading less than top priority, let alone reading poetry; the sad fact that some 
English teachers do not enjoy poetry themselves, let alone enjoy sharing it with others; the power 
of other communications to please with instant, speciously appealing clichés and formulae 
commercially produced. And, perhaps worst of all, the inevitable link of poetry with exams and 
classrooms. It’s almost enough to make you give up.  But, starting from the end of that list, we can 
turn obstruction to advantage.  

That link between poetry and exams does not have to result in the industrial production of 
templated lists of identified literary devices. If teachers dare to break out of the alliteration corral 
and share with students something more than rhyme schemes and similes, and if students 
remember more than enjambement, which ‘helps the poem to flow’ (or not to flow…), poetry can be 
more than an exercise in decoding (as eloquently described in Billy Collins’ ‘Introduction to 
Poetry’: 
 But all they want to do 
 is tie the poem to a chair with rope 
 and torture a confession out of it. 
 They begin beating it with a hose 
 to find out what it really means .) 
 

Another obstacle is the persistent mis-perception among students and others that poetry is ‘fancy’, 
that it’s about ‘beauty and stuff’’ written in ‘flowery language’, whatever that is outside Gardener’s 
Weekly.  Agreed, moments and matters of the sublime are there in poetry, just as Sainsbury’s does 
‘Taste the Difference Panacotta’, but daily shopping and reading makes the bread, the butter and 
the household shelves more necessary and useful.  
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In the classroom 
So, teachers’ priority no. 1 is to choose poems that engage our students: not as seekers after 
eternal beauty or as Learner Leavisites, but as sharers of communication, active readers weighing 
their own experience, feelings and attitudes against those they meet in poems. They need poems 
with attitude, poems that kick ass, poems that bravely restrain tears and poems that put into words 
the thoughts and feelings we all may have. They need poems about life and living, and in voices 
not necessarily ‘poetic’. They need to feel at ease with poems as an invitation to dialogue. 

I hope that some, if not all, of the following will tempt colleagues into presenting poetry to engage 
students and draw response. Remember: ‘Respond’ is the first word of the assessment objectives 
for GCSE Literature. 

 

1  Poems about poems 
Adrian Mitchell’s poem ‘What is Poetry’? is a fine assertion of poetry’s ability to perform tricks of 
imaginative dexterity that bring out the exotic in the ordinary:  

Poetry is a beautiful mud pie washed down with a glassful of stars.  

But he also knew poetic therapy – how it helps to tackle fears and tame our demons:  

Poetry captures the three-headed dragon and teaches it Ludo and Frisbee-throwing. 

Most of all he knew that poetry can subvert commercialism and confront the saccharine banalities 
of sentiment with startling realism: 

Poetry is a Mammoth in a shopping mall, 
A beggar with no legs in Disneyland 
 

It’s the power of poetry to get beneath life’s surfaces to find the values underneath that makes it 
prompt a probing mind: it’s the idea of the pen as spade in Heaney’s ‘Digging’, a poem that 
honours and continues what he values in the work of his ancestors: 
 

But I’ve no spade to follow men like them. 
Between my finger and my thumb 
The squat pen rests. 
I’ll dig with it. 
 

2 Poems that make you smile 
Here’s a challenge: when did you last see a teenager smile at a poem? And another: when are you 
going to make that happen? It doesn’t have to be a roaring bellow or a guffaw: a recognition of wry 
wit will do (the following by ‘anon’): 

I wish I was a caterpillar - 
Life would be a farce. 
I’d climb up all the leaves and trees 
And slide down on my hands and knees 
 

The humble cinquain is available for teachers and students to make their own smile-ticklers (this by 
a 14 year-old): 

    My Dad 
   does some daft things. 
       Friday nights, home from pub, 
                   he does Mick Jagger, Rolling Stone. 
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          Rolls, stoned. 
       
3 Poems that value childhood experience 
There are plenty of poems celebrating the glorious and the successful, but there are others that 
make sense of moments of childhood experience, turning common events into the substance of 
philosophy and morality, asserting the value of what children do and think and feel, making ‘the 
Child the Father of the Man’. One of many good examples of simple childhood experience leading 
to something profound is Wordsworth’s account (Prelude Book 1) of stealing other trappers’ 
catches: 

  Sometimes it befell 
          In these night wanderings, that a strong desire 
          O'erpowered my better reason, and the bird 
          Which was the captive of another's toil                     
          Became my prey; and when the deed was done 
          I heard among the solitary hills 
          Low breathings coming after me… 
 

Sometimes even the little mistakes that children make can be turned into the stuff of something 
else, linking with students’ own memories, as in D.J.Enright’s ‘Blue Umbrellas’: 
The thing that makes a blue umbrella with its tail –  
How do you call it?' you ask. Poorly and pale  
Comes my answer. For all I can call it is peacock. 
Now that you go to school, you will learn how to call all sorts of things;  
How we mar great works by our mean recital.  
You will learn, for instance, that Head Monster is not the gentleman's accepted title… 
 
4 Poems with ego and attitude 
What really gets a class engaged with ideas and feelings is a poem that starts off, continues and 
finishes with attitude, such as John Agard’s ‘Half-Caste’:  
Explain yuself 
Wha you mean 
When yu say Tchaikovsky 
Sit down at dah piano 
And mix a black key 
Wid a white key 
Is a half-caste symphony 
 

There’s plenty of scope for discussion of community loyalty and cultural norms in this confident 
assertion of identity in language. Sometimes it’s good for students to see that an attitude of 
confident assertion may be a posture concealing something else, as in Maya Angelou’s ‘Life 
Doesn’t Frighten Me’: 
Shadows on the wall 
Noises down the hall 
Life doesn't frighten me at all 
I've got a magic charm 
That I keep up my sleeve 
I can walk the ocean floor 
And never have to breathe. 
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Life doesn't frighten me at all 
Not at all 
Not at all. 
 

5 Poems that celebrate the familiar 
One of Sam Johnson’s shafts of insight into Literature was his observation that good literature 
makes the new seem familiar, but that the best Literature makes the familiar seem new – makes 
the mundane seem special. One of the few things I can claim in common with most teenagers is 
that gardening does nothing for me. I mean, I’ve seen gardens. But bulbs? Compost? Weeding? 
No, thanks. But then I read Trevor Millum’s ‘After Weeding’, and find the comfort of damp 
vegetation and the energy of plant life made potent by words: 

Here among the damp duvet of leaves and stalks  
The crocuses are having a long lie-in. 
 

And daffodils! Green rockets fired from  
Little onion silos into light and air, 
 

It’s the writer’s ability to show me the world I think I know in a different way that does it for me. You 
don’t have to be interested in gardening or botany to get the attitude and the values in Norman 
Nicholson’s ‘Weeds’, that splendidly democratic defence of overlooked virtues. Sense his scorn 
for vanity-fed, privileged, status-rich epitomes of poeticised beauty: 

Some people are flower lovers. 
I’m a weed lover. 
Weeds don’t need planting in well-drained soil: 
They don’t ask for fertiliser or bits of rag to scare away 
Birds. They come without invitation 
And they don’t take the hint when you want them to go. 
 

Flowers are for prize-arrangements in vases and silver tea-pots; 
Flowers are for plaiting into funeral wreaths. 
You can keep your flowers. 
Give me weeds! 
 

6 Poems that can be enjoyed in groups 
Sharing poems means enjoying them with others, and not just as print. Poetry began before 
literacy, and can still be enjoyed communally, by ear, making noise enough to disrupt the maths 
lesson in the next corridor. Get a classroom chant going, splitting lines among different groups with 
Brian Dorn’s ‘Poetry is Sexy’: 
Poetry is sexy 
Its lyrics aim to please 
Poetry is sexy 
Engaging in its tease 
Poetry is sexy 
It radiates with verb 
Poetry is sexy 
Every idyllic word 
Poetry is sexy 
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It’s not just rhythm that can be sensually enjoyable in a group performance: sounds, too, can be 
savoured for their semi-semantic succulence – quite apart from any literal meaning, as in Lewis 
Carroll’s ‘Jabberwocky’  

Twas brillig, and the slithy toves    
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe:  
All mimsy were the borogoves, 
And the mome raths outgrabe. 
 

Doing poetry, rather than reading it, makes it the primitive, communal, audio-vocal experience it 
was before literacy muscled in and dressed it in academic livery.  

 
7 Poems that are critical, satirical or comment on society 
There is a healthy democratic vein in the English poetry heritage, largely deriving from the 
Romantic revolt against the urban, industrial and rational, finding solace and inspiration in Nature 
and those most close to nature- Wordsworth’s leech-gatherer or shepherd Michael, for example. 
An early exploration of this theme is Thomas Gray’s ‘Elegy in a Country Churchyard’, which 
celebrates the humble dead who never made the big time, the rich life or the history books: 

Let not Ambition mock their useful toil, 
         Their homely joys, and destiny obscure; 
Nor Grandeur hear with a disdainful smile 
         The short and simple annals of the poor… 
Full many a flow'r is born to blush unseen, 
         And waste its sweetness on the desert air. 
 

Some mute inglorious Milton here may rest, 
         Some Cromwell guiltless of his country's blood. 
 

Gabriel Okara’s ‘Once Upon a Time’ is a poem prompting thoughts about ourselves in society, 
and society in us, about where attitudes come from, and at what price we sustain them:  

So I have learned many things, son.  
I have learned to wear many faces like dresses - homeface,  
officeface, streetface, hostface, 
cocktailface, with all their conforming smiles  
like a fixed portrait smile. 
 

I have also learned to say,`Goodbye ́,  
when I mean `Good-riddance`:  
to say `Glad to meet you ́,  
without being glad; and to say `It's been  
nice talking to you, after being bored. 
 

But believe me, son. I 
want to be what I used to be  
when I was like you 
 
8 Poems that surprise you with words 
Try Richard Kell’s ‘Fishing Harbour Towards Evening’ for a poem whose title suggests some 
tranquil evocation of a picturesque setting, but whose choice of words (once revealed) spring from 
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a very different intention: 

----- clouds ----- gold. Along the ----- wharf 
The ----- boats ----- and seesaw. 
 

Some poetry favours the voice of the nightingale or the windhovering of the kestrel: the same 
writer’s spirit of avian democracy invests the least exalted of birds with surprising quality. Kell’s 
‘Pigeons’ pulls off this trick with its word choices, again best conjectured at before being revealed: 

They paddle with .......... feet 
   In powder pools of .........., 
 

Raise a casual hand – 
   With one quick .......... 
   They .......... into air. 
 

9 Poems that deal with pain and loss 
Poetry allows quick entry into a wide range of human experience and consciousness, supporting 
students’ emotional growth as they visit territory not yet (or possibly already) experienced 
themselves. Dealing with death is not the best way to light their fire last thing Thursday in 
November, but at the right time, Christina Rosetti’s ‘Remember Me’ is a strong stimulus to 
thinking about the nature and the role of grieving: 

Better by far you should forget and smile  
Than that you should remember and be sad.  
 

Discussion of how attitudes can mask feelings or be a way of dealing with inevitable realities can 
link students’ own feelings and values with those they meet in poems. There will be some who find 
Rosetti’s poem apt and admirable – others who may prefer the spirit of Dylan Thomas’s ‘Do Not 
Go Gentle’ 

Do not go gentle into that good night,  
Old age should burn and rave at close of day;  
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.   
 

10 Poems that argue with the past 
If English does anything worth our care and passion, it’s helping students to be thinking, feeling 
members of a wider community than the one that geography or biology lumbered them, or blessed 
them, with. They need to belong to communities beyond the pale of their own culture and 
experience – they need to join the on-going human debate about matter more momentous than 
connectives, semi-colons and alliteration. If they laugh at Monty Python’s ‘All Things Dull and 
Ugly’, they need to know the laughter comes from its defiance of the complacent piety of ‘All 
Things Bright and Beautiful’, and that such verse, in many places today, let alone long ago, could 
result in a stoning. Poetry can be dangerous as well as lyrical: 

  All things dull and ugly 
  All creatures short and squat 
  All things rude and nasty 
  The Lord God made the lot. 
 

For some time, GCSE has made contexts a matter of enriched understanding of texts, sometimes 
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even specifying a context of literary tradition – not what gets year 11 on side when they come in 
after lunch, and it’s snowing. What a difference it makes, though, when they see that a poem long 
entombed in print was once a living, bristling fount of attitude and feeling triggered by something 
just read – such as Griffin’s ‘Fidessa’, published in 1596:  

My Lady’s hair is threads of beaten gold;  
Her front the purest, crystal eye hath seen;  
Her eyes, the brightest stars the heavens hold; 
Her cheeks, red roses, such as seld have been;   
 

It makes Shakespeare’s ‘Sonnet 130’ a different text when read after Griffin’s: 

My mistress' eyes are nothing like the sun; 
Coral is far more red than her lips' red. 
If snow be white, why then her breasts are dun; 
If hairs be wires, black wires grow on her head; 
 

11 Poems that deal with faith and doubts 
English is the subject which takes the world and the human spirit, in all its nobility, frailty and folly, 
as its scope. It is the subject where students can synthesise experience, empathy, insight, morality 
and taste into a personal philosophy for life, engaging through poetry with the Big Issues and the 
incidental trivia of our lives. Some students will already possess consoling certainties about Big 
Issues, and others may be seeking them. They need to match their chosen certainties against 
alternatives, locating their values in an evolved continuum of ideas reaching back long before they 
were born. That’s what makes the literary heritage something worth studying, rather than for 
acquisition of some token currency in the bourgeois market of our time. Here’s Wordsworth’s ‘The 
Tables Turned’: 
One impulse from a vernal wood 
May teach you more of man, 
Of moral evil and of good, 
Than all the sages can. 
Sweet is the lore which Nature brings; 
Our meddling intellect 
Mis-shapes the beauteous forms of things:-- 
We murder to dissect. 
 

They need to encounter other people’s certainties – and other peoples’ scepticism, as in Hardy’s 
‘Nature’s Questioning’ 
Has some Vast Imbecility, 
Mighty to build and blend, But impotent to tend, 
Framed us in jest, and left us now to hazardry? 
Making the new familiar 
 

There’s enough there to justify a lesson’s exploration through talk and linked-in reading – without 
ever mentioning rhyme-scheme, alliteration or enjambment. 

 
12 Poems that send them away with something to think about 
We don’t have to squeeze our chosen poems to extract all meaning, let alone pin labels on 
identified devices. Sometimes it’s OK to slip some thoughts into young minds, and some links with 
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life around, and let these ferment before revisiting them. The last eight words of this verse from 
Hardy’s ‘She to Him’ are worth some classroom time, but also worth taking away, to ponder 
during Maths: 

When you recall the excellencies I once enshrined, 
And you are irked that they have withered so… 
 

Remembering mine the loss is, not the blame 
That Sportsman Time but rears his brood to kill. 
 

Apart from reading, and talking about reading, poetry can trigger thoughts and memories as a 
springboard for students’ own writing. Everybody has some experience of wanting to be older (or 
younger…) than we are, but few have turned this common experience into something with the 
resonance and reach of Norman Nicholson’s ‘Rising Five’ 
‘I'm rising five’ he said  
‘Not four’ 
 

We drop our youth behind us like a boy  
Throwing away his toffee-wrappers.  
We never see the flower,  
But only the fruit in the flower; never the fruit,  
But only the rot in the fruit.  
We look for the marriage bed  
In the baby's cradle;  
we look for the grave in the bed;  
 

Not living  
But rising dead.  
 


